In this paper, we present a novel method for term score estimation. The method is primarily designed for scoring the out-of-vocabulary terms, however it could also estimate scores for in-vocabulary results. The term score is computed as a cosine distance of two pronunciation embeddings. The first one is generated from the grapheme representation of the searched term, while the second one is computed from the recognized phoneme confusion network. The embeddings are generated by specifically trained recurrent neural network built on the idea of Siamese neural networks. The RNN is trained from recognition results on word-and phone-level in an unsupervised fashion without need of any hand-labeled data. The method is evaluated on the MALACH data in two languages, English and Czech. The results are compared with two baseline methods for OOV term detection.
Introduction
A typical spoken term detection (STD) system is based on a large vocabulary continuous speech recognition (LVCSR) system. The in-vocabulary (IV) terms could be directly searched in a word index created from the LVCSR word lattices. The disadvantage of this approach is that we are not able to directly search the out-of-vocabulary (OOV) terms. There are two basic approaches handling this problem [1] : (1) the use of sub-word units (phonemes, syllables or word fragments) in language model [2] , (2) the substitution of OOV terms with proxy words [3] or syllable-like units [4] that are acoustically similar to OOV terms. There are several techniques to normalize the posterior probabilities of different term to be on the same scale [5, 6] . By using OOV substitutions consisting of multiple units (such as proxy words or sub-word units, and generally for searching any multi-word terms), the problem how to combine the acoustic and language score of such units into a single relevance score must be solved. Many methods have been proposed, recently a recurrent neural network (RNN) based keyword verification system [1] , which assigns a new relevance score to every proxy word occurrence. Another approach to the relevance score estimation is based on training a linear logistic regression model on the predicted scores from multiple STD systems to estimate a new combined relevance score [7] .
The presented method is based on the concept of Siamese neural networks. Such networks find the similarity of comparable inputs. In speech processing, they have been proposed for the query-by-example task [8] or for the sentence pairs modelling task [9] .
Our method is designed for the use in the STD task with large spoken archives in mind. It is a machine learning based extension of an empirical method described in [10] . The spoken archive is processed off-line, i.e. the speech is first recognized and then the index is built to be able quickly search for the user supplied query term. The search process could be implemented in two phases: (1) in the first phase, the term occurrence candidates (putative hits) are identified. In this phase, the sub-word units or proxy words could be used. (2) the second phase scores the candidates and the final results are presented to the user [11] .
The application of Siamese neural network for similarity estimation in the STD task is proposed in [12] . This approach of acoustic word embeddings uses long-short term memory (LSTM) convolutional neural networks to compute the embeddings from the source acoustic signal. In large archive, such approach is not very practical, because the acoustic signal (or sequence of corresponding feature vectors) must be retrieved for each term occurrence candidate and subsequently processed in the neural network. Another task, not solved in [12] , is how to find the term occurrence candidates.
For this reason, we therefore propose the pronunciation word embeddings which are derived from the recognized phoneme hypothesis instead of the original acoustic signal. Our approach is able to intrinsically learn the grapheme-to-phoneme mapping. This mapping is not directly observable, it decomposes into the pair of mapping: grapheme-to-pronunciation embedding and phoneme-to-pronunciation embedding. In addition, we are using multiple phoneme hypotheses instead of the one-best hypothesis. We use the phoneme sausages 1 as the input, because such representation could be easily mapped to a sequence of segments. For each segment, the feature vector is extracted and subsequently processed in the standard RNN. We used the unsupervised approach of recognizing the input audio on the word-and the phoneme-level. The stream of recognized words is then iterated over and if the word confidence is higher than a threshold, the word and the corresponding part of the phoneme sausage is used for training.
A Siamese network architecture
The Siamese architecture of neural networks is beneficial in tasks, where the goal is to compute similarity of two input samples. In this case, it is not necessary to train the network in fully supervised manner. It is sufficient to train the network with samples labelled as the same or different. In the original application of Siamese architecture to the query-by-example task [8] , each training sample consisted of the triplet (xa, xs, x d ), where xa is a reference input for word w (an anchor), xs is an input containing different realisation of the same word w (a positive example) and x d is an input for a word different from w (a negative example). During the network training, the RNN is applied to xa and produces an output embedding ya. The same network could be applied to xs to obtain ys and x d to obtain y d . The goal of network training is to minimize the "relative distance" between output embeddings ya and ys and maximize the "relative distance" between ya and y d . This could be formulated as minimizing the hinge loss [13] in the form:
where d(y1, y2) = 1 − cos(y1, y2) is cosine distance and cos(y1, y2) = y 1 ·y 2 ||y 1 ||·||y 2 || is cosine similarity of two vectors y1 and y2. The meta-parameter m represents the margin between positive and negative examples. The training process is only lightly supervised, it requires just the correct sample pairs. Common stochastic gradient descent (SGD) algorithms could be used to optimize RNN parameters.
Previous applications of Siamese networks suppose, that all inputs (the anchor, the positive and the negative example) are from the same domain, e.g. the sequences of MFCC coefficients in the query-by-example task [13] . For the use as scoring algorithm, we changed this paradigm. The output embeddings are computed from two different representations of the same word w -the grapheme sequence xw and the phoneme confusion network xw. The first RNN f (xw) computes the output embedding yw from the graphemes and the second RNN g(xw) computes the output embeddingŷw from the phonemes of the word w. The loss has the same structure as Eq. 1:
(2) wherexw is a phoneme confusion network of wordw which is different from word w. Note that the grapheme RNN f (·) occur in the equation only once for word w, but the phoneme RNN g(·) obtains gradient updates from two different words -w and w. We could therefore symmetrize the hinge loss to include both f (xw) and f (xw):
Note: At this point it is good to compare the symmetrized criterion (Eq. 3) with the work [12] where the authors independently studied multiple choices of a symmetrization and their results are consistent with our definition of loss function.
The main difference between the Siamese networks and the classification networks is in the degree of supervision needed during training. The classification networks require the exact target label, while the Siamese networks use just the pairs of similar and dissimilar examples. The trained Siamese network does not directly predict the degree of similarity, they rather project the network inputs into an embedding space where the similarity is computed as the mutual distance of the embeddings (see Fig. 2 ).
Relevance score estimation
For the purpose of this paper, the relevance score estimation is a task of assigning a score to term occurrence candidates. This score should correlate with the probability of the given occurrence candidate being a true positive.
Since the set of audio records could be very large, the term occurrence candidates are identified using the index over subword units (for detail see Sec. 4). To quickly compute the term relevance score, we use a phoneme recognizer to obtain a phoneme lattice which is subsequently converted into a phoneme sausage. In this way we are able to store the phoneme sausage into the database and quickly retrieve the part corresponding to the occurrence candidate. Also, the goal of the relevance score estimation is to assign a relevance score to some segment of the input audio (represented by corresponding part of the phoneme sausagexw) given a searched term w (represented by grapheme sequence xw).
The training data for the neural network consists of a set of pairs (xw,xw) extracted from the input data recognized in the unsupervised fashion. The xw is the recognized word andxw the corresponding phoneme sausage. We use the word xw only if its word confidence is higher than a threshold. During training the Siamese neural network, first the pair of two different words (w,w) must be sampled from the training data. To model the variations in pronunciation of words, the corresponding phoneme sausagesxw andxw are sampled from the training set of pairs. Then, the neural network is trained to optimize the criterion given by Eq. 3 using (xw,xw, xw,xw) as the input data.
The grapheme-to-embedding mapping f (·) is implemented in a straightforward way as a one layer bidirectional RNN with one maxout layer [14] . The input graphemes are encoded as onehot vectors and projected into a space of higher dimension using the embedding layer. The phoneme-to-embedding mapping g(·) is also the one layer bidirectional RNN with one maxout layer. The input of the RNN g(·) consists of sequence of feature vectors extracted from the phoneme sausage in each time segment. A time segment of the sausage is the part between two subsequent nodes of the sausage consisting only from parallel hypothesis (phonemes and corresponding posterior probabilities).
Finally, the relevance score is estimated as a cosine similarity of the pronunciation embedding f (x) obtained from the graphemes of the query x and the pronunciation embedding g(x) computed from the phoneme sausage of the occurrence candidatê x (see Fig. 2 ), formally as cos(f (x), g(x)).
Sampling of pairs of different words. During the experiments, we observed that the sampling method for selecting (w,w) affects the performance of the trained networks. For the networks, it is easy to differentiate between two completely dissimilar words, and it becomes harder if the two words share a subsequence in the corresponding phoneme sausage. Since we use sub-word units to identify the term occurrence candidates, we select such pairs (w,w) that share at least one common sub-word unit. More specifically we use such words (w,w) that share at least three subsequent phonemes from the one-best hypotheses decoded from phoneme sausages (xw,xw).
Phoneme sausage feature extraction. To process the phoneme sausage, each time segments of the sausage (containing variable number of parallel hypotheses) must be converted to a fixed vector of features. There are several possibilities how to perform such feature extraction, e.g. bag-of-phonemes approach, the use of pooling operations or carefully designed features [15, 16] . In this paper we used the RNN to extract the features. The alternate hypotheses in a given segment are sorted according to the posterior probability. The phonemes are encoded as one-hot vectors (its dimension is equal to the number of distinct phonemes) and projected using an embedding layer. To simplify the implementation, the posterior probabilities are quantized into 32 bins, encoded as one-hot vectors and projected using another embedding layer. The outputs of phoneme-and posterior-embeddings are concatenated and processed in RNN. The feature vector describing the time segment of the sausage is then the RNN output at the last step.
Term occurrence candidates
In order to compute the term relevance scores, the term occurrence candidates must be determined. The term occurrence candidate is a segment of an input audio record that could be potentially a match with a searched term. In the phase of determining the occurrence candidates, only the recall is important, because it represents the upper bound on the system's performance. On the opposite side, a high number of occurrence candidates negatively affects the processing speed of the search system.
In this paper, we use the index-based method for determining the occurrence candidates. The method is based on the empirical approach [10] , but it is used only to determine the candidates and no relevance score estimation is performed. To index the archive we use the sub-word units, particularly the triplets of phonemes. The phoneme triplets are extracted from the recognized phoneme lattices by converting the lattice into a factor automaton and composition of such automaton with the "filter" which selects only paths of length 3. In this way, we obtain set of overlapping phoneme triplets with their time alignment and posterior probabilities. Such set is indexed in the database so that for a given triplet we are able to find all occurrences in the recognized phoneme lattices.
In the search phase, the searched term is first transcribed into a sequence of phonemes. Then, this sequence is converted into a sequence of overlapping phoneme triplets and these triplets are looked up in the index. The found triplets are then sorted according to the time of the occurrence and clustered so that the clusters are separated by at least 0.3 seconds. Then, each such cluster is declared as an occurrence candidate and subsequently the term relevance score is estimated.
Note that this approach still relies on the availability of the phonetically transcribed searched term. In our case we used the same grapheme-to-phoneme mapping which was used for generating the pronunciation lexicon of the speech recognizer. In the future research we would like to focus on the possibility of generating the searched triplets directly from the pronunciation embedding.
Experiments
The presented method was evaluated on the data from a USC-SFI MALACH archive in two languages -English [17] and Czech [18] . The archive for each language was recognized using the word-and phoneme-level recognizers. Then, the time aligned transcripts of words with confidence score (generated by a recognition engine) higher than 0.95 were processed and the corresponding phoneme sausages were generated. For each word xw, we used at most 50 examplesxw. The pairs were generated for English and Czech from 2,037 and 997 hours of audio, the resulting training set contained 277k and 672k pairs (xw,xw) and 21k and 83k distinct words xw, respectively. Then, the RNNs using criterion from Eq. 3 were trained for each language.
In our experiments, we used the gated recurrent units (GRUs) [19] implemented in Keras [20] . We also experimented with LSTM units, but the results were similar to GRUs. In the experiments we used the following RNN structure: grapheme and phoneme embedding width, number of recurrent units and number of maxout neurons were 256, the width of the posterior embedding was 32.
For Czech, during one training epoch the network saw each word w exactly once with a counterexamplew sampled using procedure described in Sec. 3. For English, the word w was used five times with five different counterexamples during one epoch. The training data for each epoch were randomly shuffled and the ADAM optimization [21] was used to train the network parameters for 30 epochs, with the dropout 0.2 and the margin width m = 0.5 (Eq. 3). Speech recognition. We followed a typical Kaldi [13] training recipe for a deep neural network (DNN) acoustic model training. This recipe supports layer-wise RBM pre-training, stochastic gradient descent training supported by GPUs and sequence-discriminative training optimizing sMBR criterion. We applied the standard 6 layers topology (5 hidden layers, each with 2048 neurons) with a softmax layer. The output dimension was equal to the number of context-dependent states (4521 for English, 4557 for Czech). We used features based on standard 12-dimensional Cepstral Mean Normalized (CMN) PLP coefficients with first and second derivatives. In total, the English acoustic model was trained from 217 hours and the Czech from 84 hours of signal. We used our in-house real-time decoder both for the word-and phoneme recognition with trigram word-and 5-gram phoneme language model. Evaluation of STD. To evaluate this approach, we used the development and test dataset used to train and tune the speech recognizer. The Tab. 1 shows important characteristics of these datasets. The sets of terms used in the evaluation were generated automatically. First, all terms in the dataset were selected and filtered to satisfy the following conditions: (1) it has more than three phonemes, (2) its phonetic transcription is not a subsequence or near-subsequence of phonetic transcription of another term. We used the ATWV metric to evaluate the performance [22] . The decision threshold was determined on the development set and therefore Tab. 2 virtually shows the MTWV metric as reported by Kaldi [23, 24] . Then the optimal thresholds were applied to the test set and the results are reported in Tab. 3 .
First of all, we used the baseline empirical approach to phoneme-based search described in [10] . The first three rows of Tab. 2 show the results for searching the IV, OOV and all terms phonetically. The difference between IV and OOV terms is caused by the influence of the phoneme language model, since the 5-grams are able to model whole words and therefore higher ATWV is expected for IV terms. The row LVCSR+phonemes shows the performance of the combined system, where IV terms are searched in word lattices and OOV terms are searched phonetically.
The second group of results were obtained using proxy words for OOV terms [3] . In this case, all term relevance scores were computed form LVCSR confidence scores. The ATWV for IV terms is rather high for this case, because the LVCSR hits contained only a few false-alarms. The search of OOV terms using proxy words provided lower ATWV score than the empirical method. The higher ATWV values (row LVCSR+proxy) for the combined system (compare with the row Empirical/LVCSR+phonemes) were caused by the fact that the term relevance score for IV and OOV terms respectively were generated from LVCSR confidence scores and therefore were more homogeneous. Obviously, the capability of searching OOV terms improved the ATWV in comparison with the case, where only IV terms are searched and OOV terms are ignored (row LVCSR only).
The last group contains results for the method based on Siamese networks. It was first evaluated as pure phoneme-based search. The method overcome the baseline empirical method for both the IV and OOV terms and their union. To obtain the combined results, we took the IV term occurrences generated by LVCSR and OOV term occurrences from the phonemebased search. The resulting list was scored using the method of Siamese networks, which resulted in calibrated scores with higher ATWV than both baselines.
The results on the test data (Tab. 3) shows that the phonemebased search outperforms the baseline empirical method and also the combined system involving the use of LVCSR outperforms the baselines. The results are reproducible using another dataset which differs in the speakers and the searched terms. The table also shows the stability of the optimal threshold, which was estimated on the development data for each method.
Conclusions
The method of searching the OOV terms based on Siamese networks clearly outperforms the baseline methods, both on the OOV terms and also on the task where all terms are searched phonetically. The method naturally generates the relevance scores both for IV and OOV terms and therefore such results could be easily merged without any loss in the ATWV metric. The method implicitly models different pronunciation variants of terms and also the phoneme recognition errors. The recognized phoneme lattices could be easily indexed using just phoneme triplets. To estimate the relevance score, only the time-aligned phoneme sausages must be stored. The increased computation requirements caused by the use of RNNs could be compensated by pre-computing the feature vectors for phoneme sausage segments and storing them instead of the sausages itself.
In the future work, we would like to focus on the reduction of required training data by using the pronunciation vocabulary to pre-train the RNNs and subsequently adopting the RNNs using the unsupervised data from word and phoneme recognizers.
